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Abstract Fermilab operates the world’s most intense antiproton source.
Newly proposed experiments can use those antiprotons either parasitically
during Tevatron Collider running or after the end of the Tevatron Collider
program. For example, the annihilation of 5 to 8 GeV antiprotons is expected
to yield world-leading sensitivities to hyperon rare decays and CP violation.
It could also provide the world’s most intense source of tagged D0 mesons,
and thus the best near-term opportunity to study charm mixing and, via CP
violation, to search for new physics. Other measurements that could be made
include properties of the X(3872) and the charmonium system. An experiment
using a Penning trap and an atom interferometer could make the world’s most
precise measurement of the gravitational force on antimatter. These and other
potential measurements using antiprotons offer a great opportunity for a broad
and exciting physics program at Fermilab in the post-Tevatron era.
Keywords Antiproton · Hyperon · CP Violation · Charm · Charmonium ·
Antihydrogen
1 Introduction
The Fermilab Antiproton Source now produces more than 1.5× 1015 antipro-
tons per year [1]. As Table 1 indicates, this substantially exceeds the intensity
available at the CERN Antiproton Decelerator (AD), as well as that antici-
pated at the Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research (FAIR) in Darmstadt,
Germany. After Tevatron running ends, an internal target could be operated in
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Table 1 Properties of existing and anticipated antiproton sources
p Stacking: Operation:
Facility Kinetic Energy Rate Duty Hours p/yr
(GeV) (1010/hr) Factor /yr (1013)
0.005
CERN AD
0.047
– – 3800 0.4
Fermilab Accumulator:
current operation 8 > 25 90% 5550 > 150
proposed here ≈ 3.5–8 20 15% 5550 17
FAIR (>∼ 2018*) 1–14 3.5 15%* 2780* 1.5
∗The number of operating hours at FAIR reflects sharing of the collection ring
between the antiproton and radioactive-beam programs. With the staged FAIR
construction plan, antiproton stacking will occur in the experiment ring, leading
to a small stacking duty factor, as indicated here, until the stacking ring is built.
Table 2 Summary of predicted hyperon CP asymmetries
Asymm. Mode SM Ref. NP Ref.
AΛ Λ→ ppi <∼ 4× 10−5 [2] <∼ 6× 10−4 [5]
AΞΛ Ξ
∓ → Λpi, Λ→ ppi <∼ 5× 10−5 [2] ≤ 1.9× 10−3 [6]
AΩΛ Ω → ΛK, Λ→ ppi ≤ 4× 10−5 [3] ≤ 8× 10−3 [3]
∆Ξpi Ω → Ξ0pi 2× 10−5 [4] ≤ 2× 10−4 ∗ [4]
∆ΛK Ω → ΛK ≤ 1× 10−5 [3] ≤ 1× 10−3 [3]
∗Once they are taken into account, large final-state interactions are expected to
increase this prediction to a range comparable to that for Ω → ΛK [7].
the Fermilab Antiproton Accumulator (as was done previously for Experiments
760 and 835), allowing fixed-target experimentation with beam kinetic energy
in the range ≈3.5–8 GeV. With antiproton stacking 10–20% of the time, a lu-
minosity of 2× 1032 cm−2s−1 could be sustained during the remaining ≈ 80%.
Such a program could allow world-leading studies of hyperon rare decays and
CP violation, the X(3872) and other “mystery states” in the charmonium
region, and the charmonium system. While the open-charm production cross
section at these energies has not been measured, world-leading studies of charm
mixing, rare decays, and CP violation may also be possible. (For brevity, sev-
eral additional physics topics are omitted here; for more detailed discussions,
see the “New pbar Experiments for Fermilab” website [8].)
2 Hyperon CP violation and rare decays
CP violation (CPV) in hyperon decay is expected at the <∼ 10−5 level in
the Standard Model and can be enhanced by one to two orders of magni-
tude in models with new physics (see Table 2). Searches for hyperon CPV
are complementary to studies of the K0 and beauty systems; for example,
hyperon and K0 CPV probe new-physics phases in parity-conserving (vio-
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Table 3 Measured and estimated pp → hyperon-antihyperon cross sections just above
threshold.
√
s, p momentum and K.E.
Reaction
(GeV) (GeV/c) (GeV)
Cross section Ref.
pp→ ΛΛ 2.304 1.642 0.953 ≈ 65µb [10]
pp→ Ξ−Ξ+ 2.77 3.0 2.2 ≈ 2µb∗ [11,12]
pp→ Ω−Ω+ 3.39 5.1 4.3 ≈ 60 nb
∗While the cross section at 3.0 GeV/c p momentum has not been measured, that at
3.5 GeV/c has been and is shown here.
lating) currents, respectively. With the HyperCP (Fermilab E871) [9] result,
AΞΛ ≈ (αΞαΛ−αΞαΛ)/(αΞαΛ +αΞαΛ) = (−6.0± 2.1± 2.1)× 10−4 [13], the
most sensitive to date, experimental sensitivities have reached the few×10−4
level in the Ξ∓ → (Λ )pi∓ → (p )pi∓pi∓ decay chain.
HyperCP also observed for the first time the flavor-changing neutral-
current decay Σ+ → pµ+µ− [14]. The three observed events displayed a sur-
prisingly narrow dimuon-mass distribution, suggesting the possibility of a new
pseudoscalar or axial-vector resonance as an intermediate state: Σ+ → pP 0,
P 0 → µ+µ−, with P 0 mass of (214.3 ± 0.5) MeV/c2 [14]. Such a state could
not be an ordinary meson, but could arise in models with new physics [15].
Given the small number of observed events, the effect could alternatively be a
≈ 2.4σ fluctuation of the Standard Model virtual-photon coupling.
These topics motivate an experiment with substantially higher hyperon
statistics than HyperCP. This cannot be accomplished in any currently oper-
ating or approved experiment. It could be done with fixed-target running of
the Antiproton Accumulator, whose beam can be decelerated to just above
the pp→ Ω−Ω+ threshold (Table 3). A 1-year run at 2× 1032 cm−2s−1 lumi-
nosity should produce some 108 Ω−Ω+ pairs, giving statistical sensitivities of
≈ 7.8× 10−5 and 1.3× 10−4, respectively, for the CP-violating observables,
∆ΛK ≡ Γ (Ω
− → ΛK−)− Γ (Ω+ → ΛK+)
Γ (Ω− → ΛK−) + Γ (Ω+ → ΛK+) ,
∆Ξpi ≡ Γ (Ω
− → Ξ0pi−)− Γ (Ω+ → Ξ0pi+)
Γ (Ω− → Ξ0pi−) + Γ (Ω+ → Ξ0pi+) .
Estimates of the systematic uncertainties are still in progress, but it appears
that the uniquely clean environment of pp annihilation just above threshold
will permit measurements at the 10−4 level (cf. [16]).
Given the above-mentioned 2σ indication of possible CPV in Ξ∓ → Λpi →
ppipi decay [13], it would also be desirable to decelerate antiprotons to just
above the Ξ−Ξ+ threshold. This should be possible in the Accumulator; the
key question is with what efficiency. The E835 collaboration developed the
“snowplow” technique to retune the lattice while decelerating, in order to avoid
transition-induced beam losses [17]. Whether the method can be extended so
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FIG. 3: Line shapes of X(3872) for γre + iγim = 47.5 MeV. The curves are the line shape in
J/ψ pi+pi− (solid line), the line shape in D0D¯0pi0 (dashed line), and the D∗0D¯0 energy distribution
(dash-dotted line). The two line shapes have been normalized so the resonances below the threshold
have the same peak height.
experimental resolution.
IV. ENERGY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR THE D0D¯0pi0 DECAY CHANNEL
In this section, we summarize the essential aspects of the line shape of the X(3872)
in the D0D¯0pi0 channel. We also determine the energy distribution that follows from the
identification of D0D¯0pi0 events with energy near the D∗0D¯0 threshold with D∗0D¯0 and
D0D¯∗0 events above the threshold.
In the decay B+ → K+ + D0D¯0pi0, the momentum distributions for D0D¯0pi0 near the
X(3872) resonance can be calculated from the sum of the two diagrams in Fig. 5. The open
dot represents the B+ → K+ transition which creates a D∗0D¯0 or D0D¯∗0 at short distances.
The double line represents the exact propagator for the resonant superposition of D∗0D¯0
and D0D¯∗0, whose dependence on the total energy E of D0D¯0pi0 is given by the scattering
amplitude f(E) in Eq. (2). In the propagators for the virtual D∗0 and D¯∗0, the width Γ∗0
must be taken into account. The coupling of the pi0 to the charm mesons is linear in the
pion momentum. The differential distribution in the total energy E and in the momenta
pD, pD¯, and ppi of the D
0, D¯0, and pi0 has the form
dΓ ∝ |f(E)|2 p2pi
∣∣∣∣ 1p2D − 2µE − iµΓ∗0 + 1p2D¯ − 2µE − iµΓ∗0
∣∣∣∣2 dΦDD¯pi dE . (13)
The differential 3-body phase space dΦDD¯pi includes a delta function that relates the energy
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FIG. 4: Line shapes of X(3872) for γre + iγim = (38.4 + 12.0i) MeV. The curves are the line
shape in J/ψ pi+pi− (solid line), the line shape in D0D¯0pi0 (dashed line), and the D∗0D¯0 energy
distribution (dash-dotted line). The two line shapes have been normalized so the resonances below
the threshold have the same peak height.
pi0 pi0
D0 D0
D¯0 D¯
0
D∗0
D¯∗0
FIG. 5: Diagrams for the production of D0D¯0pi0. The open dot represents the B → K transition
that creates D∗0D¯0 or D0D¯∗0 at a short-distance scale. The double line represents the propagation
of the resonant linear combination of the pair of charm mesons. The two diagrams involve either
a virtual D∗0 (left diagram) or a virtual D¯∗0 (right diagram).
E and the thre :
E = −δD∗Dpi + p
2
D
2MD0
+
p2
D¯
2MD0
+
p2pi
2mpi0
, (14)
where δD∗Dpi is the energy released in the decay of D
∗0 to D0pi0:
δD∗Dpi ≡ MD∗0 −MD0 −mpi0 = 7.14± 0.07 MeV. (15)
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Fig. 1 Examples of expected X(3872) lineshapes in J/ψpi+pi− (solid-blue curve) and
D0D0pi0 (dashed- and dot-dashed-red) final states for various parameter choices in the
molecular hypothesis (from [18]).
low in energy (Table 3) remains to be seen, based on tests that can only be
performed once the Tevatron run finishes.
3 Measurements in the charmonium region
U ing the Fermil b Antiproton Source, xpe ments E760 and E835 made the
world’s most precise measurements of charmonium masses and widths [19,
20]. This (< 100 keV) precision was enabled by the small energy spread of the
stochastically cooled antiproton beam and the absence of Fermi motion and
negligible energy loss in the H2 cluster-jet target. Although charmonium has
by now been extensively studied, a number of questions remain in this region,
most notably the nature of the mysterious X(3872) state [21] and improved
measurement of hc and η
′
c parameters [22]. The width of the X may well be
small compared to 1 MeV [18]. The unique precision of the pp energy-scan
technique is ideally suited to making the precise mass, lineshape, and width
measurements needed to test the intriguing hypothesis that the X(3872) is
a D∗0D0 molecule [23]. As shown in Fig. 1, in the molecular hypothesis, the
lineshape of theX(3872) will be distinctive and will depend on decay mode. For
optimal
√
s resolution, these measurements will require the use of a hydrogen
target: either an improved version of the E835 gas jet or a windowless, frozen-
hydrogen target [24,25] (see below).
The formation cross section of X(3872) in pp annihilation has not been
measured, but it has been estimated to be similar in magnitude to that of
the χc states [26,27]. By extrapolation from E760, about 500 events would
be observed in the X(3872) → pi+pi−J/ψ mode per day at the peak of the
X(3872). Given the uncertainties in the cross section and branching ratios,
this may well be an under- or overestimate of the pp formation and observation
rates, perhaps by as much as an order of magnitude. Nevertheless, it appears
that a new experiment at the Antiproton Accumulator could obtain the world’s
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Fig. 2 World average of D0–D0 mixing parameters x ≡ ∆m/Γ , y ≡ ∆Γ/2Γ : best-fit values
are x =
(
0.63+0.19−0.20
)
%, y = (0.85±0.12)%, and no mixing (x = y = 0) is disfavored by 10.2σ
(from [28]).
largest clean samples of X(3872), in perhaps as little as a month of running.1
In a few months of running, hundreds to thousands of observed events can be
expected in all of the known decay modes, and many more, as-yet-unknown,
modes should be seen as well. We will also have the opportunity to study
the angular distributions of both the known and unknown modes. The high
statistics, event cleanliness, and unique precision available in the pp formation
technique could enable the world’s smallest systematics. This experiment could
thus provide a definitive test of the nature of the X(3872).
4 Charm mixing, CP violation, and rare decays
After a > 20-year search, D0–D0 mixing is now established at > 10 standard
deviations (Fig. 2) [28,29], thanks to the B factories and CDF. The level of
mixing (∼ 1%) is consistent with the wide range of Standard Model predic-
tions [30]; however, this does not preclude a significant and potentially de-
tectable contribution from new physics [31,32]. Since some new-physics mod-
els predict differing effects in the charge-2/3 (“up-type”) and –1/3 quark sec-
tors [31,32], it is important to carry out such studies not only with s and b
hadrons, but with charm mesons as well — the only up-type system for which
meson mixing can be measured.
While the total charm-production cross section for ≈ 8 GeV antiprotons in-
cident on proton or nucleon targets is challenging to compute from first princi-
ples, recent phenomenological estimates imply values in the 1–10µb range [27,
33,34,35,36,37]. This is sufficiently large that the experiment we propose could
1 Although CDF and DØ are amassing samples of order 104 X(3872) decays, the large
backgrounds in the CDF and DØ observations limit their incisiveness.
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amass a sample ten or more times larger than those of the B factories, years be-
fore the super-B factories reach comparable sensitivities. For example, model
calculations of the exclusive cross section σ(pp→ D∗0D0) peak at about 1µb
at
√
s ≈ 4.2 GeV [35,36,37]. This corresponds to antiprotons of 8 GeV kinetic
energy (the Antiproton Source design energy) impinging on a fixed target and,
at L = 2 × 1032 cm−2s−1, represents some 4 × 109 events produced per year.
Since there will also be D∗±D∓, D∗D∗, DD, DDpi,... events, the total charm
sample will be yet larger, and with the use of a target nucleus heavier than hy-
drogen, the charm-production A-dependence [38,39] should enhance statistics
by a further factor of a few. The total sample could thus substantially exceed
the 109 events now available at the B factories. Indeed, we project in Table 4
in excess of 1010 tagged-D0 events produced per year of running.
By localizing the primary interactions to ∼ 10µm along the beam direction,
a thin wire or frozen-hydrogen target can allow the D decay to be resolved.
The low charged multiplicity at these energies [40] implies small combinatorial
background, so that clean samples can be amassed using only modest vertex
cuts, and thus, with high efficiency. Medium-energy pp or pN annihilation may
thus be the optimal way to study charm mixing, and to search for possible
new-physics contributions via the clean signature [31,41,42] of charm CPV.
4.1 D0 mixing
Several signatures for D0–D0 mixing have been observed and indicate that it is
at the upper end of the range expected in the SM [40]. These involve differing
time-dependences of “right-sign” Cabibbo-favored and “wrong-sign” D0 de-
cays (arising both from doubly Cabibbo-suppressed decay and from mixing),
differing lifetimes of decays to CP-even and mixed-CP final states, and Dalitz-
plot analyses of 3-body D0 decays. These processes are sensitive to various
combinations of the reduced mixing parameters x ≡ ∆m/Γ , y ≡ ∆Γ/2Γ . As
already mentioned, mixing at the observed level could be due to SM physics,
but there could also be an appreciable or even dominant contribution from
new physics, which could be indicated by CP violation.
Given the kinematic similarities between the B factory D samples and that
in our proposed experiment, we anticipate performing all of these mixing anal-
yses with significantly greater sensitivity than has been achieved heretofore.
Table 4 gives an example sensitivity calculation in D∗-tagged D0 → Kpi de-
cays. Our sensitivity in semileptonic decays will depend on the efficiency and
purity of lepton identification, which we have not yet simulated. In hadronic
modes, we could be the world’s most sensitive experiment, exceeding current
B-factory statistics by a factor of 10 or more, and perhaps in semileptonic
modes as well. Depending on their trigger and reconstruction efficiencies for
charm, LHCb may achieve statistical sensitivities comparable to or exceed-
ing ours, but we expect them to have appreciable systematic uncertainties for
small (<∼ 10−3) charm CPV asymmetries. We will also have biases to correct,
but ours will differ from theirs in important ways (CP-symmetric initial state,
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Table 4 Example sensitivity estimate for D∗-tagged D0 → Kpi decays (after Ref. [27]).
Quantity Value Unit
Running time 2× 107 s/yr
Duty factor 0.8*
L 2× 1032 cm−2s−1
Annual integrated L 3.2 fb−1
Target A 47.9
A0.29 3.1
σ(pp→ D∗+ + anything) 1.25–4.5 µb
# D∗± produced (0.3–1)×1011 events/yr
B(D∗+ → D0pi+) 0.677
B(D0 → K−pi+) 0.0389
Acceptance 0.45
Efficiency 0.1–0.3
Total (0.3–3)×108 events/yr
∗Assumes ≈ 15% of running time is devoted to antiproton-beam stacking.
no B background, much lower charged multiplicities). It will be crucial to have
independent corroborating evidence for these subtle measurements, such as we
and LHCb can provide.
5 Proposed apparatus
The medium-energy antiproton-annihilation studies described above can all
be carried out with a common apparatus, which can be assembled relatively
quickly and cost-effectively thanks to the availability of key existing compo-
nents: a barrel electromagnetic lead-glass calorimeter from E760/835 [43], a
thin superconducting solenoid from BESS [44], the DØ scintillating-fiber read-
out system [45], and plentiful trigger and data-acquisition electronics from
DØ and CDF. Augmented with a small, high-rate TPC, new, thin, fine-pitch
scintillating-fiber planes, and picosecond time-of-flight detectors currently un-
der development [46], these can form a very powerful general-purpose spec-
trometer (Fig. 3) for the low-multiplicity hadronic events that are produced
by pp or pN annihilation in this energy range.
5.1 Targets
While the previous Fermilab Antiproton Source experiments E760 and E835
used internal gas-jet targets, a simpler approach is to use solid targets in the
Antiproton Accumulator beam halo a` la HERA-B [47]. Thin metal wire targets
can serve to localize the production vertex, thereby facilitating charm-event
identification via decay-vertex reconstruction. However, some of the proposed
8 Daniel M. Kaplan for the TAPAS and AGE Collaborations
Figure 6: E835 apparatus layout (from [67]).
Figure 7: The DØ solenoid and central tracking system, drawn to the same scale as Fig. 6,
shown as currently installed within the DØ calorimeters (from [68]).
15
TOF
TOF
SciFi
SciFi
T
PC
Fig. 3 Sketch of propos d TAPAS app ratus: a 1 T solenoid surrounds a small, high-rate
Time Projection Chamber and fine-pitch scintillating-fiber detectors, and is surrounded by
precision TOF counters, all within the existing E760/835 Central Calorimeter. A return
yoke (not shown) is needed for proper functioning of calorimeter phototubes.
physics topics benefit from the elimination of Fermi motion and minimal beam
energy loss provided by a hydrogen target. In particular, scanning of the beam
energy across the resonance for precision determination of charmonium and
X(3872) masses and widths requires a hydrogen target. This can be accommo-
dated by use of a windowless frozen target [24], based on successful experience
with previous designs [25].
Further details of the proposed TAPAS experiment may be found in the
proposal [48].
6 Antihydrogen measurements
Antihydrogen (H) is produced whenever relativistic antiprotons pass through
matter, via e+e− pair production in the field of the nucleus. Fermilab E862
detected 99 H atoms, produced in the E835 hydrogen cluster-jet target, with
zero background, n confirm d the theor tical production rate [49]. A method
to measure energy levels of H in flight has been devised [50]. This is a mea-
surement that can be performed parasitically whenever there are antiprotons
in the Accumulator. In preparation for such a program, a thin, gold-plated
carbon foil was recently installed in the Accumulator in order to verify the
expected production rate and assess the feasibility of such a program.
Measuring the gravitational acceleration of antimatter in the field of the
Earth is a unique test of the weak equivalence principle of General Relativ-
ity [51]. The rate of fall of slow H atoms can be measured quite precisely using
an atom interferometer, with precision ∆g/g ∼ 10−4 using matter gratings and
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∼ 10−9 with laser techniques, and methods to decelerate and trap antiprotons
at Fermilab in order to form the needed slow-H beam have been described [52].
7 Outlook
Reconfiguration of the Debuncher and Accumulator rings of the Antiproton
Source has been proposed in order to form the muon and proton beams respec-
tively needed for the g− 2 and Mu2e experiments at Fermilab. The g− 2 con-
figuration is potentially compatible with antiproton running, which requires
the Accumulator all the time but the Debuncher only 10 to 20% of the time
(i.e., during antiproton stacking), while g − 2 requires the Debuncher all the
time (as a pi-to-µ decay channel) but not the Accumulator. The planned Mu2e
configuration is incompatible with antiproton running; however, Mu2e’s likely
2018 start leaves a several-year antiproton window of opportunity.
While the TAPAS proposal has yet to obtain approval at Fermilab, the
collaboration and proposal are being strengthened in order to enhance the
prospects for such approval. It is hoped that apparatus assembly and devel-
opment of the needed software and firmware can commence not long after the
anticipated end of the Tevatron run in Sept., 2011. Data-taking could begin
by 2014. Further development of the AGE proposal awaits demonstration (in
the Raizen lab at UT Austin) of the beam-stopping technique needed for 10−9
resolution.
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